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Activity: The Arrival of Columbus and The Importance 
 of it Today 
 

• Goal of this activity: To understand what the arrival of Columbus to the 
Americas meant to the entire world and the lasting impact it has had on us 
today, through an experiential process. 

• Materials Needed:  A board, paper, scissors, glue, writing utensil, change 
• Participants: 1-4 per game board (or can make several boards and do it with 

more participants). 
• Time Needed:  70-90 minutes 

 
1. Before you start the board game (and after the game): 

 
 Before the game: 

• On a board or some visible place, make three sections for the purpose 
of writing on: 1) What we know and feel about Columbus now (Pre-
Game), 2) What we now know and feel about Columbus (Post-Game), 
3) Who were the Arawak/Taíno people? 

• Have the students go up to the board and write down what they 
know/feel in sections 1 and 3. All answers are completely acceptable – 
also, if there are any points of contention amongst the participants, 
allow them to talk it out. 

• Also, pose these questions/problems: “Many states in the U.S. 
celebrate Columbus Day. This obviously means that we are supposed 
to treat Columbus as a hero, which means we are supposed to want to 
live up to Columbus an emulate the things he stood for. So, what 
exactly would it mean for us to live up to Columbus - and is this 
something we want to do?” 

   
 After the game: 

• Ask the students to revisit the board and to address spaces 2 and 3 
together (talking amongst each other is highly encouraged). Also ask 
the students if they can think of any other ways that this issue has 
influence over our lives today.  

 
 2. The Board Game 
 
 Instructions: 
 
  Introduction: 
 This is a board game based on the expeditions of Christopher Columbus. In the Untied 
States, many students are told that Columbus "discovered" the "New World" in 1492 that led to 
Europeans "settling" the Americas. For the most part, the story is left at that. Columbus is treated 
as a hero and many U.S. states celebrate a "Columbus Day" in October. However, the story is 
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much more complex and Columbus had a much larger and possibly different impact on the 
Americas than is generally recognized. (Ask: are the terms that are normally used – i.e. “settle,” 
“discover,” and “New World” – appropriate to use?).  
 Because Columbus is thought of as a hero in many parts of the United States, this implies 
that we should look up to him and respect what he accomplished. Thus, in this game, players take 
on the role and the perspective of Columbus. It is not meant to endorse Columbus or his actions, 
but to simply demonstrate what it would mean to live up to Columbus and what he accomplished. 
 This game uses primary source quotes and facts about Columbus after his arrival to the 
Americas. 
 
 Rules: 
  
 Objective: 
 The object of the game is to pay off your debt to Spain and to make enough money to 
retire wealthy. 
 
 You Are: 
 You are Columbus right after he has landed on "Hispaniola" for the first time, which is 
the island that makes up modern day Haiti and Dominican Republic. You will be making trips 
back and forth between Spain and the "West Indies." In real life, Columbus made five trips to the 
Americas. 
 There are four Columbus icons to choose from, each with a different depiction of 
Columbus. That is because Columbus never actually had a portrait done of him in his lifetime, 
and all portraits of him were done after he died by people who imagined what he had looked like.  
 
 How The Game Works: 
 
 Turns: 
 Players move once a turn. They must do their actions when they land on a Space. They 
roll the die to see how many spaces they move.  
 At the start of the game, each player will start at the arrow before the “1” spot on the 
West Indies. Every turn that you are in the West Indies, you must pay the Kingdom of Spain 2 
gold. When the player reaches space “10,” they travel with their ship across the ocean. When 
reaching Spain, the player stops on the first space. When the player comes to the space marked 
"4," they then head back to the West Indies on their ship. When arriving in Spain, you get 10 
extra gold. On the departure from Spain, players get 2 extra soldiers.  
 
 Spaces: 
 While in the West Indies, there are two kinds of Spaces. One is a Card Space and the 
other is an Action Space. In Spain, there are Card Spaces and Rest Spaces. 
 Card Spaces: There are two different types of cards designated, one designated for use in 
Spain and one for the West Indies. When you land on a card space, read the "Info" section - 
which are facts about Columbus, the Americas, or quotes from the writings of Las Casas - and 
then follow the directions of the "Action" section. 
 Action Space: The action spaces in the West Indies are spaces where you can use either 
your Priest units or your Soldier units. 
 Ocean Space: Once you reach the Ocean Spaces, you must travel to the next continent. 
Roll the dice to see how many spaces you travel. If you roll a six, your ship shipwrecks (note: this 
is only true if a players rolls a six while on an ocean space). This means that players lose their 
ship (ships are put it back in the Kingdom of Spain). Players must begin again from the continent 
you started sailing on. 
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 Units: 
 There are three kinds of units in this game. 
 
 1. Ships. You start out with three ships. Each ship costs 20 gold. Your ships are your 
units which allow you to travel from continent to continent. You must always have at least one 
ships. If you are down to zero, you must buy a ship at the start of your turn. 
 
 2. Soldier. You start off with 2 soldier units. Each soldier unit costs 5 gold. You must at 
least have 2 soldier units at all times. If you start a turn with less than five soldiers, you must buy 
enough to get you to at least 2 before you move your Columbus icon. The soldier units are used 
for the action spaces; they are sent out on Raiding Parties. You have two possibilities for these 
spaces: 
 -You can send a soldier unit out on a Raiding Party. Roll the dice. If you roll a 3 or 
above, the raiding party is successful and you receive 5 gold. If you roll 1 or 2, the soldier unit 
dies. Put it back in the Kingdom of Spain. You can only do this once an Action Space.  
 -You can send out 10 soldiers. If you roll 3 or above, all survive and you get 30 gold. If 
you roll a 1 or 2, all die. Put five of them back in the Kingdom of Spain. You can only do this 
once a stay on the West Indies (meaning you have to wait to return from Spain for the next time 
to do this).  
  
 3. Priest. You start out with 1 priest unit. Each priest unit costs 10 gold. The priest units 
are used for action spaces. You send the priests to the Arawaks and African slaves to convert 
them to Christianity. You always have to have at least 1 priest unit. If you start a turn without a 
priest unit, the first thing you must do before you can move is buy a new priest unit. You can only 
use priest units three times total on a stay in the West Indies (meaning you have to wait for your 
return from Spain to use a priest again). 
 -If you roll a 1, 2, or 3 your priest is killed. 
 -If you roll a 4 or a 5, your priest makes 15 gold. 
 -If you roll 6, your priest makes 25 gold. 
 
 Starting and Finishing: 
 You start the game 200 gold in debt to Spain. You finish the game when you have paid 
off the 200 gold debt (extended game play: and then when you make 200 gold to retire). 
 
 Kingdom of Spain: 
 A player in the game, or any independent individual (teacher/facilitator), acts as the 
Kingdom of Spain. The Kingdom of Spain is responsible for giving out and collecting the gold 
and all of the units. When a player has 200 gold, that player pays it back to the Kingdom of Spain 
(they must then make 200 extra gold to retire wealthy). 
 

2. How to make the Board Game: 
 
 Constructing the board game takes a little time, but it is fairly simple. Here are 
some easy steps. Each material that has been included in this is represented by a number 
in the “how to” that corresponds with the number (#) that it is in the materials provided 
below. 
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• Get a large board/paper board (when I made the game, I used a blue board, to give 
the effect of the Atlantic Ocean).  

• Cut out the map of the “West Indies” (1) and the “Kingdom of Spain” (2). Glue 
the “Kingdom of Spain” to the top right corner and the “West Indies” to the 
bottom left corner. 

• Next to the space marked “1C” on the “West Indies” map draw a space and mark 
it “starting point.” From the space marked “4” on the “Kingdom of Spain” map, 
draw six spaces to the “starting point” you have just made – mark these numbers 
numerically (1, 2, 3, etc.). Then draw six spaces from the “West Indies” space 
marked “10C” to the Spain space marked “1” – also mark them numerically. 

• In the top left hand corner, make three-inch wide spaces – and mark one 
“Soldier,” one “Priest,” and one “Ship.” These are where the game units will be 
placed. 

• Cut out the four Columbus (3) pieces. 
• Cut out the game pieces: soldiers (4), priests (5), and soldiers (6). (Because of 

space allotment, I did not put as many of each unit as are needed below. You may 
want to photocopy them to make more – or to simply cut them out, and the 
students can keep track of how many of each unit they are supposed to have on a 
piece of paper). 

• Cut out all the game Cards. Next to the “West Indies” map, draw another large 
box. Place the “West Indies” Cards here (7). In the Atlantic Ocean, between Spain 
and the Islands, glue down the Ocean Card (8). Next to the “Kingdom of Spain” 
map, draw a large box. Place the Spain Cards (9) here.  

• For the “gold” pieces, you can use pennies/nickels to represent “5” gold, dimes to 
represent “10” gold, and quarters to represent “25” gold. Or you can come up with 
another measuring device, or the students can simply keep track by using math.  

 
Here is an example of what the board might look like: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
In the following pages, the some of the different materials are provided. Remember, you 
might want to photocopy them if you might want to have more for the future. Or, if 
cutting/pasting/photocopying doesn’t work for you, you can simply draw the parts: 
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1. Map of “West Indies” 
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2. Map of Kingdom of Spain 
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3. 
 

       
 
 
4. 
 

         
 
 Ship.       Ship.        Ship.  
 
 20 Gold.     20 Gold.      20 Gold. 
 

         
 
 Ship.       Ship.        Ship.  
 
 20 Gold.     20 Gold.      20 Gold. 
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 Ship.       Ship.        Ship.  
 
 20 Gold.     20 Gold.      20 Gold. 
 

         
 
 Ship.       Ship.        Ship.  
 
 20 Gold.     20 Gold.      20 Gold. 
 
 
5.  
 

             
 Priest      Priest        Priest             Priest     Priest 
 10 Gold     10 Gold        10 Gold  10 Gold    10 Gold 
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 Priest      Priest        Priest             Priest     Priest 
 10 Gold     10 Gold        10 Gold  10 Gold    10 Gold 
 

             
 Priest      Priest        Priest             Priest     Priest 
 10 Gold     10 Gold        10 Gold  10 Gold    10 Gold 
 

             
 Priest      Priest        Priest             Priest     Priest 
 10 Gold     10 Gold        10 Gold  10 Gold    10 Gold 
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 Priest      Priest        Priest             Priest     Priest 
 10 Gold     10 Gold        10 Gold  10 Gold    10 Gold 
 
5. 
 

             
 
  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit 
  5 Gold  5 Gold   5 Gold   5 Gold 
 

             
 
  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit 
  5 Gold  5 Gold   5 Gold   5 Gold 
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  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit 
  5 Gold  5 Gold   5 Gold   5 Gold 
 

             
 
  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit 
  5 Gold  5 Gold   5 Gold   5 Gold 
 

             
 
  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit 
  5 Gold  5 Gold   5 Gold   5 Gold 
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  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit 
  5 Gold  5 Gold   5 Gold   5 Gold 
 

             
 
  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit 
  5 Gold  5 Gold   5 Gold   5 Gold 

             
 
  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit 
  5 Gold  5 Gold   5 Gold   5 Gold 

             
Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit  Soldier Unit 
  5 Gold  5 Gold   5 Gold   5 Gold 


